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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we investigate a property of linear differential equations where the initial 
state is described by a vector of fuzzy numbers. The property is related irectly to the matrix defining 
the original nonfuzzy system by passing to a complex number epresentation f the a-level sets of 
the fuzzy system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In modelling real systems one can be frequently confronted with a differential equation 
= f(~),  
z(o) = zo, 
where the structure of the equation is known, represented by the vector field f ,  but the model pa- 
rameters and the initial value x0 are not known exactly. One method of treating this uncertainty 
is to use a fuzzy set theory formulation of the problem [1]. 
In this paper, we look at a specific problem where the vector field is linear, all the parameters 
are assumed to be known to sufficient accuracy, and only the initial value of the system is fuzzy. 
Our objective is to find an economical way of representing the fuzzy dynamical system and to 
relate the fuzzy dynamics to the original nonfuzzy linear system. We do this by passing to a 
complex number based representation. 
FUZZY NUMBERS AND DIFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
We consider the problem of solving the linear differential equation 
= Ax, (1) 
z(0) = z0, 
dz Rn  where ~ := -~, x E R n, A : --, R n, and the initial condition x0 is described by a vector made 
up of n fuzzy numbers. As indicated in [1], a fuzzy number, a, is prescribed by its (~-level sets 
[a],~ := {s:  a(~) >_ c,}, o < c, <_ 1, 
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which, due to the properties of so defined fuzzy numbers, corresponds to an interval for each 
given value of a 
[~]. = [~,~]. 
We assume that each element of the vector x in (1) at the time instant is a fuzzy number where 
x~(t) --- [x~k( t ) ,~ '~( t ) ] ,  k -- 1 . . . .  ,n .  (2) 
In [1,2], it is shown that the evolution of the system (1) can be described by 2n differential 
equations for the endpoints of the intervals (2), this for each given time instant and value of 
of course, the complete picture having to be built up numerically by interpolation or some other 
means. The equations for the endpoints of the intervals are 
~k ( t )= rain {(Au)k: u 'e  [x~ (t),~-~a(t)] },
~k~(t) = max{(Au)~ :u '~  [x~i (t),~.(t)]}, 
~(0)  ---- x_~0, 
= Xao , 
(3) 
n j kth where (Au)k :=  Zj=I  akju is the row of Au. The vector field in (1) is linear and so the 
following rule applies in (3): 
(t) = ak~ j, (4) 
where 
and 
where 
us = ~(0 ,  .k~ > o, 
u j = ~ (t), akj < o, 
~(t )  = .kju,, (5) 
~ = ~(t ) ,  a~j > 0, 
~J = ~( t ) ,  a~j < 0, 
and we make use of the summation convention on repeated indices throughout, i.e., akju j := 
REPRESENTATION BY  COMPLEX NUMBERS 
For each variable in (1), therefore, there are two equations of the type (4) and (5) which could 
easily be written out explicitly. However, we propose a slightly more compact representation f 
the same thing by passing to the field of complex numbers. Define new complex variables as 
follows: 
z~ := ~ + i~ ,  (6) 
where i := ~-1  and two operations on complex numbers as 
ez~ = ~.~, (7) 
gz~ =~. +i~, 
i.e., e is just the identity operation and g corresponds to a flip about the diagonal in the complex 
plane. We notice that g2 __ e and so these two elements form a subgroup of 0(2). It is easily 
verified that (#g)zka = (gp)z~ for/z E R and we extend g to vectors via 
I"1 
gz~ - -  i • 
Lgz~J 
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Using (6) and the two operators (7), it is fairly easy to see that the equations (4) and (5) can 
be written as 
~ = Bz~,  
~(0) = ~0, (8) 
where the elements of the matrix B are determined from those of A as follows: 
bit : eait, air )_ O, 
bij = gait, air < 0. (9) 
The solution to equation (8) is then given by 
z~(t) = exp(tB)z~o; (10) 
the problem is therefore to calculate the exponential of the matrix B where certain elements are 
multiplied by the flip operator (9). This can be done for small values of t by first of all writing 
the matrix B as the sum of two matrices, one of which is multiplied by the operator e and the 
other by g, for example, 
B = eC4-gD.  
Now, from the Campbell-Baker-Haussdorf f mula [3,4], for small t we have 
exp(tB)z,0 = exp(t(eC + gD) )zao = exp(teC) exp(tgD)zao + O(t), (11) 
where O(t) is a function such that limt --* 00( t ) / t  = O. The first part on the right-hand side, 
exp(teC), is simply the standard matrix exponential because is the identity operator. For the 
second part, exp(tgD), we note simply that gk = e if k is even and gk = g if k is odd, and then 
proceed to calculate the formal series of exp(tgD): 
( ) exp(tgD)zo = 14- tgD 4- 2!-- 4- ~ gD3 4- 4! 4- ""  zo 
( ) ( ) t2D2 t4D4 4 - ' "  Zo + tD 4- 3 !_  +""  gzo = 1 + 2! + 4!-- 
= cosh(tD)zo + sinh(tD)gzo. 
(12) 
Combining (11) with (12), the solution (10) for small t is given by 
zao(t) = exp(tC)(cosh(tD)zao + sinh(tD)gz~o). 
Let 
¢(t) :---- exp(tC) cosh(tD), 
¢(t) := exp(tC) sinh(tD), 
and so in components 
Then by (6) this reduces to 
z~(t) = ¢kj(~)4o + ¢k~.(Og4o. 
~(~)  + i~(~) = ¢kt(~)(~o + ~o)  + ¢k:(~)(~o + i~o); 
in other words, 
(13) 
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Figure 1. Membership function for Z l(t).  
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Figure 2. Membership function for Z2(t). 
EXAMPLE 
We present a simple example with 
A=[-1 11 
0 -2  
and defining the init ial  values to be x l (0)  = about  1 and x2(0) = about  - 1 which can be done 
by sett ing, for example,  
0, s < O, 
x~(s)= 2s-s 2, o_<s_<2, 
O, s > 2, 
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and 
Thus 
0, 
z ] (s )  = -2s -  s 2, 
O, 
s<-2 ,  
-2<s<0,  
s>0.  
[4 ]°  = [i - ~-~,  I + id-:-~- ~] ,  
[Xo2]a = I - I -x /T -a ,  -1 + lv/i-E-~-a]. 
I f  the exact result is calculated for (10) and compared to the approx imate solut ion (13), then one 
sees that  for t = 0.1, the two solutions agree to 5 significant figures. Let 
a := 1 - x/1 - a,  
b := 1 + ~/1 -ch  
c := -1  -~/1  -c~,  
d := -1  + x/1 - a; 
then with t = 0.2, the true solut ion is 
x~l (t) = 1.0201a - 0.2013b + 0.2094c - 0.0610d, 
• ~(t) = -0 .2013a + 1.0201b - 0.0610c + 0.2094d, 
x~2 (t) = 1.0811c - 0.4108d, 
• 2(t) = -0.410Sc + 1.0811d, 
whi lst  the approx imate solution from (13) is 
x_~l (t) = 1.0201a + 0.2162c - 0.2013b - 0.0822d, 
5~(t)  = 1.0201b + 0.2162d - 0.2013a - 0.0822c, 
x__~2 (t) = 1.0811c - 0.410Sd, 
52(t )  = -0 .4108c + 1.0811d, 
which is clearly very close to the true solution. 
To provide some idea of the fuzzy dynamics of such a system, the fuzzy membersh ip  functions 
for xl ( t )  and x2(t) are p lotted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, where the continuous line refers 
to t = 0, the * refers to t = 0.1, and the + refers to t = 0.2. 
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